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Birds that overwinter in the northern atitu es ave o ch 1 ' d . h. t ontend with numerous climatic and environmental

conditions, especially temperature fluctuations and food abundanc .. ye. Dr. Terr Root, at the University ol
A Arbor has been conducting studies on birds that overwinter in North America, particularlyMichigan in nn r or, as een

in northern areas. She oun strong associa io . '. ' stx.. Sh f d . c'ations between the distribution of 148 land birds an six

mental factors. These included average minimum January temperature, mean length of frost-free perio,
ra e humidit, and elevation. Temperature is the factor ofpotential vegetation, mean annual precipitation, average umi i y,

concern in this activity.

As autumn approaches in t e mi e an ig a 'h ddl d h h 1 titudes the temperature begins to drop, and many birds start
tro ical re ions south of the U.S. border, while othersto migrate to warmer areas. Some species migrate to tropica regio ..

migrate to warmer areas in t e sout em'g '. ' h h U.S. Some however, do remain in the northern, colder areas. These
include the cardinal, crow, c ic a ee, an o ers..h' 'k d, d th . Some of these bird species will remain in the lower regions
of the northern latitudes, while other species are located in the higher latitudes.
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Global change can be monitored by examining numerous
environmental parameters. Long-term data covering a large area
are helpful to determine if change is occurring on a wide scale
over time. Large databases such as the information gathered by
the United Nations Environment Program  UNEP! and the
International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural

Resources  IUCN! provide a global tracking of environmental
changes and trends.

While these international sources provide important and valuable
information, they are often removed from students' own environ-
ment and personal experience. One large database directly
available to students that provides information about areas with
which they are likely to be familiar is the annual Christmas Bird
Count  CBC!. The Christmas Count began in 1900 with 26
locations. Since that time, the count has expanded to 1563
locations in the U.S., Canada, Mexico, and Central and South
America. The original counts involved 27 individuals. In 1992,
43,189 individuals participated in the count by observing over
54 million birds. Each count location involves about 30 volun-

teers spending a 24-hour period doing a winter census of the bird
opulation in a 15-mile-�4.1-km-! diameter area. Each group

selects a day from a two-week period, generally in Decembe
January. The count procedures have remained relatively constant
over the years, so the data can be used for comparative purposes.
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Activity: Do Christmas Bird Count data reflect
trends associated with global change?

In her work, Dr. Terry Root lound for the Eastern Phoebe "a striking association" between the average mini-
mum temperature in January and the limit of bird's northern range  Root and Schneider, 1993, p. 263!. In thi»
activity the class will investigate the temperature/range limit relationship.

OBJECTIVES

~ Paper and pencil»
~ l'igures and graphs included in the activity

Earth Systems Understandings

This activity applies to ESt!s ¹I  aesthetics
and value!, ¹2  stewardship!, and ¹7  careers
and hobbies!. Refer to the introduction of
this book l'or a detailed explanation.

Scenario Reference

¹2, Will Biological Diversity in the Great
Lakes Region Suffer'?

Answers

3, As one proceed» from south to north,   I!
the ambient air temperature gets colder,
and �! nights gct longer. These factors
have a great influence on species' and
individual»' capacity to overwinter.

l'igar» l, 7'he di stribrrtirnr «tnl rrbtoulane e
of' th» winter range of the Easterrr Phoebe.
Tlte northertt boatrdary lies r erv r'lose trr
tire -O'C'isothertn rrf' Jatntarr tnitti rntotr
!corer raturr  lrenry sr>tiet li»c l

 Sorrrr e: Rorrt rrrul Sr lnreirler, tr!r!.t i
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I. Local and yearly climatic variations
allow the bird species' range to deviate
around the isotherm. Therefore, a
distributional range may deviate each
year. The bird's range i» a composite of a
number of these yearly deviations.

2. Fragmentation ol habitat i» not highly
variable from year to year, yet tluctua-
tions of bird species over winter are
extremely variable. Does thi» definitely
indicate temperature as the main factor
intluencing bird distribution" .Maybe.

When students complete thi» activity, they should be able to:
~ understand how wildlife adapt to variations in the

environment.

~ relate environmental factors, such as temperature,
to bird ranges.

~ predict changes in thc range of bird populations as a result
of global climate change.

l. Figure I illustrates the influence of temperature on a
species' range. Note that the range tends to fluctuate along
the isotherm. Why does this fluctuation occur'?

2. Is temperature the only factor driving the location of the
northern boundary of the phoebe's range?
Could variations in vegetation distribution be an influence'?

3. Dr. Root decided to examine other temperature-dependent
species belonging to the order of passerines, including juncos,
sparrows, robins, cardinals, and many others. Passerines are
generally small-or medium-sized perching songbird». For
the 51 species she selected, their northern range limits were
associated with temperature. In fact, two dominant environ-
mental factors were found to influence the winter lifestyle
of birds the farther north they traveled. With your team of
students, hypothesize what these factors were.

Retrn'rrtert bs trernrrrsrrrn of the.'irrrir tv/or Crrrrs»rrrrtirm Birrtrrgy arul Bi«el rvell Srieme, Iur.



From thi» information, Dr. Root constructed the following graph
 Figure 2! to illustrate the relationship between the various
parameters.

Figure 2. Rel«tirrrtslri p hetvveert
hient

«l overrvirtter

Basal Metabolic Rate  Resting Rate!
Birds can im reuse this in order to sr«y
rvarm  the slope vf thr line ref let ts this
increase as the temperature gets r rrlderl.

BMR

WARMER
TCRITTDIST

4. The Basal Metabolic Rate of the bird is the rate at which it i»
not performing any function except staying alive  e.g., it is
asleep, not cold, not hot, not digesting food!. The Northern
Boundary Metabolic Rate is the bird's lnetabolic rate at the
northern edge of its range. Figure 2 indicates that the bird' s
metabolic rate increases as the temperature drops below
TCRIT. How would the metabolic rate of an individual in
Florida compare to an individual in Michigan in the winter-
time'?

5. By examining this information from several species, Dr. Root
found that the NBMR tended to be an average of 2.5 times the
BMR. This has become known as the 2.5 Rule.* But what
controls this rule'? Various environmental factors could have
an influence. What happens to the winter environmental
conditions as a bird travels from South to North' >

6. On a normal day, passerines accumulate body fat to about
11 percent of their total mass during each day. The following
morning, little fat remains. Why?
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TEMPERATURE OF SURROUNDINGS

NBMR Northern Boundary Metabolic Rate
The highest metabolir r«re «t rr hir h a
bird r an surr i ve. Above this rale, a birri
rvrruld nul trave enough»nergv resen es
to maintain its brrdv heal throat;lr the
night.

TDIST 'lemperature rrl the edge of distribution
range. Th» coldest temperature a,speci ro
can tolerale.

TCRIT Temperature at rr hir h a slreci»s must
inr'rease its nret«brrlir rate in rrrder to
keep warnr.

Soun e: Root and Sr'hneider, lrtSr.3.
Reprinted by permission nf the Society for
Conservation Biology and Blackwell Science, lnc.

4. As a species moves farther away from the
average temperature of its range toward
the northern edge, ils metabolic rate
increases  slope of line!. This is a result
of shivering, which generates heat. The
survival mechanism of shivering requires
energy that the bird gets by burning
body fat. The metabolic rate of an
individual bird in Michigan would be
higher than that of an invidivual in
Florida where it is warmer.

5. Two main things happen as a bird travels
north during the winter: the ambient
temperature gets colder, and the nights
get longer.

'" The 2.5 Rule was proposed by Jared
Diamond in 1988 in an article in irl«lure.

6. To survive the low night temperatures,
the bird must shiver. This action require~
energy that is obtained from the bird's fat
reserves.
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7. Some factors could be ambient tempera-
ture, foraging time, type and availability
of food source, and level of activity.

Alabama = I hour, Tennessee = 1 k
Indiana = 13 hours, Michigan = I hours.
Students can practice their geography
skills by locating each state crn the map
and noting the degrees change in latitude
as one travels north to south. The class
should consult library resource» I'or
additional information on winter
conditions for each state.

9. While the cardinals in Alabama have the
lowest number of hours of metaboli»m
remaining, winter conditions m Alabama
allow the bird» to locate food ea»ily.
They still need to Iced soon after waking,
although weather conditions are unlikely
to hamper their search.

In Tennessee and Indiana, winter storms
can have a large impact on bird popula-
tions. Ice storms and freezing rain can
prevent birds from lrnding food.
However, with l4 hours ol metabolism in
reserve, cardinal» should be able to
withstand the worst of storms. In fact,
present results suggest that some could
go without food for up to 2 day» before
dying. However, additional research i»
required before this can be stated
detinitively.

Cardinal» in Michigan have a diflicult
existence. Winters are harsh and long,
with severe snow storms that may last
many day». The Michigan birds only
have 3 hours of metabolism remaining by
morning. Therefore, immediately at
dawn, Michigan cardinals must begin
foraging if they are to survive.
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Dr. Root concluded that the amount of fat lost over one night
must fuel the mechanism for survival.

7. Accumulation of fat depend» on various factors. What do you
think are the most important of these'?  Consider how people
accumulate fat! !

To examine the issue ol' fat and its influence on bird distribution
in winter, Dr. Root decided to sample cardinals on a north-south
axis and determine if indeed birds in the northern latitudes did
have less body fat in the morning. Figure 3 shows the results of
this sampling on a south/north transect from Alabama, through
Tennessee, Indiana, and Michigan. Estimates are for the amount
of fat still present just after dawn.

30 34 38 42

Deg. North Latitude

F<gwre I. Hours of <net<<holism that < an be fueled by body fal of iVorthern
Ccr rdi nc<ls sampled «t <I<'//< re<< t Iati <«des. Bi r<ls <vere sampled in The morni<< g <cl
eac h Icr« < ion. The «verage length of tinre the birds <'ouulld swnive ihulicated
rcitlr a line  Source: Re<crt, IWII. Reproduced fro<n the b<rok Acta XIX
Congressus Internationali» Ornith<rlo< ical, under the supenision of Henri
Owellel, I <r9I.

8. How many hours  mean! of metabolism after waking do the
birds possess in body fat I' or each of the states? Have students
locate the various states on a map. What type of weather
conditions dominate these states in winter'?

9. Consider climatic conditions and the hours of metabolism
remaining for cardinals in the morning at each latitude.

! The Ohio State University, 1995



REVIEW QUESTIONS

I' or disks of CBC data or analysis ot
population changes, contact:

National Biological Service
3 0 I /497- 5 II I 9
HomePage:
http: //www.itn.nbs.gov/im.htntl

Imagine what the cardinal'» day is like. How can the climate
conditions in winter affect the cardinals living in each state'?

10. What impact could birdfeeders have on cardinals in each of
these states?

It would seem from this information that foraging time  length of
day! and ambient air temperature will both play a significant role
in the survival and distributional patterns of birds.

11. From what we know of the possible changes that will
accompany global warming, which of the two factors is
likely to have the greater effect on the bird populations of
North America'? Examine the CBC of an area of the conti-

nent where climate may be similar to the type of climate
predicted as a result of global warming for the area where
your school is located. What kinds of bird» can you expect
to move into your area'? What factors would determine
whether they would»urvive there'?

12. Consider the possible impacts of the last two winters on
individual cardinal» and other specie» and their populations.

1. What factors influence the overwintering distribution of'birds'?
How was the 2.5 Rule determined" .How do birds stay warm
and remain alive during the night when the temperature
drops? What con»equcnce does thi» force on the birds'?

2. Would the birds in the 30'N latitude area have fewer or more

hours of metabolistn remaining in the morning in comparison
to birds at 40 N?

3. Develop a concept m;tp illustrating the Earth Systems interac-
tion» in this activity. Include all the Earth Subsystems and u»e
connection lines and verb» to explain the interaction».

4. Scientists involved with global change use proxy data, such as
the CBC, to try to predict future changes in population
numbers and dynamics resulting from possible climatic
alterations. From the evidence in this activity, do you think it
is possible to usc CBC data to predict the influence of'possible
climatic changes on bird populations and populations of other
organisms'? Write a paper describing your position on the use
of such data»et» lo predict change.

! The Ohio State University, t995

IO. These could have thc greatest intpact on
survival of birds in Michigan. It' a
cardinal can get to a feeder in time, it
should hc able to replenish its lat
reserves fairly quickly.

.. ~ foraging time

 length of day! and
ambient air temperature

ulill both play a
significant role in the

suruiual and

distributional patterns

of birds.

CBC data can be obtained hy contacting:
The National Audubon Society
700 Broadway
New York, NY IO I03
Phone: 2I2/979-3000
Fax: 2 I 2/3S3-OSOII

The following can be purchased.
The National Audubon Society Field
Notes, CBC Issue. This contains results
of all previous Christmas Bird Counts.
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EXTENSIONS

Carbon Dioxide Information
Analysis  'enter
/r err<I» ''/.t. A «rrrr/r<'r«/u<rrr <r j </a<a
 rlr g/<rlr<r/ <'/ull<g<'.

Regional temperature data can b«
downloadcd in the following mann< r:

REFERENCES

ftp cdiac.csd.ornl.gov
Name: anonymous
Password: YOUCeayour c-mail address
 iuest login ok, access restrictions apply.
ftp>cd/pub/trend»93
ftp>dir
ftp>cd temp
ftp>get glakes721
ftp>quit
ftp> ioodbyc

Precipitation Data from thc
World Wide Web:
http: //www.ncdc.noaa.gov
Click the Online Data Access Button
Choose Anonymous FTP Archive � U.S.

Monthly Precipitation for C'o»perative
and NWS sites

Choose a reporting site within a state
With the cursor, high i< ht the data
Copy it to a word processing file.
Transfer data to a spreadsheet format.

parse the data and place the decimal
where appropriate.

The data are now ready to be graphed for
a particular month or season.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

1. What happens to the bird» that migrate South lor the winter'?
Investigate a species that uses this mechanism to overcome
falling temperature. What impact would habitat fragmentation
have on such a species'?  Read the World Book S<ien< e Year
1994 article, "Thc Case of the Missing Songbird»," and the
Audulw>rt article, 'Mystery ol'the Missing Migrant»." lor good
discussions of thi» topic.!

2. We intuitively under»tand that weather and climate vary with
1;ttitude, but there;tre datasets that document such differences
and perh;tp» hold a fcw surprises. Use the NCDC climate dttta
 via Internet. e-mail, or CD-ROM! lor winter in Michigan,
Alabama, Tennessee, and Indiana. Graph relevant temperature
and precipitation data to help understand what conditions
birds must survive. Regional temperature data can also bc
downloaded from Trends '93, CDIAC's ftp, for example the
Great Lakes, South Coastal Plain, and Eastern Prairies re-
gions, pp. 717, 721, ttnd 723. The National Climatic Data
Center's homepage on the World Wide Web provides precipi-
tation data by reporting site.

3. From your library or the local chapter of the Audubon Society,
have students obtain the fourth issue of each year's Arneri< «n
Birds for the last twenty years for the count location nearest
your school. The students cttn create spreadsheets either
manually or on computer for the location. Then they can
graph trends either for an individual species or a group of
species over that time period.

Pennissi, Elizabeth. 1991. Out I'or the Count. National Wihliif<
December/January. 129�!:38-49.

Root, Terry. 1991. Positive correlation between range size and body
size:;> possible mechanism. Pr<r< ceding» af /he 20th In/crea/in<tat
Ontith<rlogi<'a/ Cortgre»» 2: 817-82S.

Root, Terry L. and Stephen H. Schneider. 1993. Can large-scale
climatic model» be linked with multiscale ecological studies'?
C<rrt»<'rvati<rn Bi<rl<rg! 7�!: 2S6-270.

Walter, Eugene J. 1993. The case of the missing songbird».
/994 S<fen<e Year. The W<rrld Bool Artnuai S<ien<'e Supplernea/.
Chicago: World Book, Inc. 29-43.

Willie, Chris. 199th Mystery of' the missing migrants. Audu/ran.
May. 92�!: 80-8S.

! The Ohio State Vnit/ersity, 1995



Hiodiversit: I orest I.cos stems

Scientists today arc concerned that the world's climate i» changing at an unprecedented rate because of
human activities. If global climate change occurs as predicted, the northern latitudes could experience
warmer climates than presently exist, resulting in a northward displacement of ecological zones. This will
have a dramatic elfcct on some trees, such as the sugar maple population found in the Great Lakes region.

Forest composition i» known to change over time. One way that these changes are studied is by looking back
through time  to as early as the last Ice Agc! and analyzing preserved pollen samples. More recent forest
changes, occurring within the past several hundred years, can be identified by studying old recordings that
were made following major events such as fires and clear-cutting. Indirect methods, such as historical records
of travelers' journals and surveyors' notes, are also used to compare thc forests of the past to those of' today.
These forest changes provide clues as to how forests evolve over time and how global climate change might
affect the forests of the Great Lakes region.

i'i ttttre I. Cltttlti' '5 llltll ltt lr  >c 'ltt itt tttt ttttt tte ttf sttxtttt tttttple ttt  » if tttttoinltt'ti  CO, tvere to  Ir!ttble
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When global change occurs slowly, plants adapt and/or migrate to other morc favorable geographic locations.
When global climate change occurs rapidly, plants cannot adapt or migrate quickly enough and consequently
die out. Several projections have been made about the sugar maple  At e r saccharutn! and where it will
migrate during global climate change. Figure l shows the present-day maple forest and two projection models
of where their range might be under warmer climate conditions. Figure 2 shows how quickly various tree
species have migrated over the course of several years. While studies have been done to predict patterns of
migration, little has been done to ascertain what species will become dominant in the Great Lakes region
when the maples are gone.





This activity is patterned after the 1953 study done by Catherine Keever, an ecologist with exceptional
foresight, when she studied the dominant species remaining after the chestnut blight removed the chestnut
trees from the oak-chestnut forests of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Students will go out into a maple forest and,
using Catherine Keever's methods, will predict the possible dominant species if the maple trees are removed.

Earth Systems Understandings

¹10, How will forests in the Great I.akes
region be affected'?

PROCEDURE

I'igure S. Sugar ntaple twtg and leaf.
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Activity A: After the maples, then what?

Osszcv~s

At the completion ol' this activity, the student should be able to:

~ Identify a sugar maple  Acer saccharum! tree and associated
species of a maple forest.

~ Locate on a map the general area where sugar maples grow
today and where they may migrate with global warming.

~ Explain one way in which ecological studies are done to
predict future dominant species in an ecosystem.

~ Make a prediction as to the possible dominant species if
maples are removed from the forest.

In this activity, students will identify and count trees in three
different size plots, each nested within each other. Since maple
trees are the main concern of this activity, it is important that
students can identify them. One way to help with tree recogni-
tion is to bring in twigs from several types of trees and have the
students examine the differences and pick out the maples. Some
distinguishing characteristics of maples twigs are their buds, bud
scars, and opposite branching.

l. Using stakes and twine, students mark off three plots in a
woods containing maple trees. See Figure 4 for measure-
ments. The two smaller plots do not have to be in the exact
center of the larger one, but they should be nested within one
another inside the 10 m x 10 m plot.

This activity focuses on ESU 3  scicncc
methods and technology!, 4  interactions!,
and 5  change through time!. In addition,
Extensions address ESU I  aesthetics and
value!, 2  stewardship!, and 7  careers and
hobbies!. Refer to the introduction of thi»
hook for a full description of each under-
standing.

~ a forest  or woods of any size! with
maple trees and associated species

~ 12 stakes at least 60 cm 1<mg and pointed
at one end

~ rope or twine, about 70 m
~ several meter sticks or rope cut to specil'ic

lengths for measuring the height of trees
~ paper, pencil, and clipboard
~ graph paper or prepared grid sheets
~ tree and plant tteld guides for identifica-

tion
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Answers to Review Questions
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Figure 4. Nested study plots uitlii ii a maple forest

1. Have students brainstorm and discuss.
Responses should include wildlife habitat
needs. human foods, lumber, and
ecological factors of the forests.

2. If climate change occurs, the plants will
survive only in more favorable geographic
locations. That is, as their seeds arc
disseminated, only those that fall in the
new favorable hahitats will survive. This
change happens slowly. For an excellent
activity about how trees migrate, scc
Retiri ties for the Changing Earth .'92'ystetn
�993! from the Earth Systems Education
Program, The Ohio State University.

3. Other tree species that rely on the maple
for shading and protection may be lost.
Some tree species that can tolerate the new
environmental conditions better than the
maples will become the dominant species.
Any animals or humans that rely on
inaples must adjust.

4. The "new dominant trees" will have to be
more tolerant to warmer climate condi-
tions, and possibly a different seasonal
pattern of moisture. Note: there is no
guarantee that some of these trees arc
already growing in the sample plot, as they
may move in from other areas.

S. The health ol' a forest is vital to thc life of
the whole ecosystem. Global warming is
likely to change the nature of the present
maple forests significantly. It may take a
century or more before a stable new I'orest
ecosystem emerges.

2. In each plot, the students will inventory different size trees.
Each tree of the specified height must be identified;md plotted
on a grid sheel.. In the 10 m x 10 m plot, the canopy and
understory trees 3 m or taller are identified and recorded. In
the 4 m x 4 m plot, the trees between I m and 2 m tall are
identified and recorded, and in the smallest plot � m x 2 m!,
any trees 30 cm and shorter are identified and recorded.
Figure 5 illustrates one method of recording.

3. After all the trees have been identified and recorded in their

successive plots, have the students compare their data from
each plot for similar species. Overhead transparencies work
well for thi» step.

4. If any one species is found in all plots and all sizes� it is
possible that it may become a dominant species of the maple
forest. After comparing all of your data, what prediction can
your class make for the dominant species of your maple forest
if maple trees would die out or migrate northward?

1. Why are people concerned that sugar maples and other tree
species will be lost with global warming'?

2. How and why do forests get displaced  migrate!?
3. Predict the impact of maple "migration" on other trees and

on animal and human communities.
4. What characteristics will "new dominant trees" have com-

pared to those which were displaced?
5. Will global warming damage the overall health of maple

forests'?

Figure 5. Sample draii'iiig o/' the three plot � stud1' grid
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Figure 6. Grids f' or recording Iree species in the three plot sizes
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to 30cm
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or taller
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EXTENSIONS

I. In groups of I'our to six students, discuss how human activities
are impacting maple forests. Brainstorm how these impacts
can be minimized.

2. Do research on hardwood I'orests, particularly maple forests,
to learn how natural factors  soil, precipitation, humidity, etc.!
affect their location and growth. How do you think global
climate change might affect these factors, which will in turn
affect the forests".

3. Discuss how humans use maple trees and the products we get
from them. How might your life change if there were no more
maples? Describe substitutes that you might use in place of
maple products.

4. Imagine that you are the oldest person in a community, having
lived nearly 100 years. The school children contact you and
ask you about the maple forest that they have never seen.
Write a letter to their class, or draw a picture, describing a
maple forest, telling them of your recollections and experi-
ences in a maple forest of your youth.

S. Sketch or paint your impression of the maple forest where you
did this plot study, or draw a single maple tree to capture its
character.
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